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PRESS RELEASE 
 

Grange Choral Society acquires sponsor. 
 
 

ASCB is delighted to announce that it will sponsor the Grange Choral Society. The 

sponsorship is guaranteed for the next two years. 

 

Grange Choral Society was formed in 1961 by Geoffrey Stark of SRDE, (a government 

establishment in Christchurch, where Stephen Feltham also served during the Society’s 

formative years). Since this time, the Society has increased in numbers and in strength 

to over 150 members. 

 

The venue for concerts is the beautiful Christchurch Priory Church where over 900 years 

of history lends the perfect ambiance to the music of traditional and modern composers 

of the great choral works through the centuries. 

 

ASCB is a world-wide organisation based in Bournemouth, operating in the professional 

field of Quality Assurance and Accreditation. ASCB are grateful for the opportunity to 

sponsor Grange Choral Society for the opportunity to contribute. 

 

Mr Stephen Feltham of ASCB said of this sponsorship “It is a sad reflection of our times 

that there is an increasing demand for charitable giving and the relief of distress, but the 

work of the Grange Choral Society can provide a great spiritual uplift that has the power 

to sustain individuals for prolonged periods. Such experiences contribute to one’s quality 

of life and this is the vision and the goal of ASCB” 
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Pat Mennie the newly appointed chairman of the Society is delighted with the 

sponsorship, hoping it to be first of many and said she “Was delighted that Stephen 

Feltham had chosen to be closely associated with the Grange Choral Society, 

particularly with happy memories of Stephen’s father singing with the Bournemouth 

Symphony Chorus and with his former contact with SRDE - the choir's founding base. 

This finance makes a tremendous difference to us and lets us continue to provide a 

musical spiritual experience”   

 

ASCB will have no involvement in the running of the Society which they feel is under 

admirable management or influence over choice of works which is currently excellent.  

 

This association provides much pleasure for the sponsor which is proud to provide 

assistance to the Society in this manner. 
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Further Comment:  

Pat Mennie,     Grange CS :    07776 216 580 
Stephen Feltham,   ASCB :    0797 3727 965 
 
http://www.grangechoralsociety.co.uk 
http://www.ascb.com 
http://www.healinghelpline.eu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stephen Felltham 
ASCB(E)  Chairman    & CEO 
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